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A cycle S in a connected graph G is a separating cycle if the deletion of S from G result,) in a 
discor,nected graph. The paper contains a complete description of the gralphs which hale no 
separatir ,g cycles. 
1. Introduction 
If a graph G Bs connected and S is a cycle of G, then .(i is a separating cycle ii tht: 
deletion of S from G r’esults in a disconnected graph. A separating path is defined 
analogously. Almost all finite connected graphs have s’eparating paths. Morf: 
prticisely, it fo!iows from results of Chartrand and Kronk [3] that every finite, 
connected graph has a separating path unless the graph is a cycle, a complete : raph 
or a regular, complete bipartite graph. Dirac and Thomassen [4] show that tiver~ 
connected, infinite graph has a separating path unless the graph has infinite 
connectivity and point out that an infinite 2-connected graph has a sc:parating cycle 
provided it has a separating path. However, there are finite 2-car_netted graphs 
which have separating paths but no separating cycles. The wheels, the complete 
bipartite graphs K,,,,, and the Petersen graph are examples of such graphs. 
Separating cycles ploy an important role in works of W%tney [ll] and Tutte [lo]. 
Bondy and Plummcr [Z] provide sufficient conditions for graphs to have separating 
cycles and characterize the planar graphs with no separating cycles and the cubic 
graphs with no separating cycles. 
The purpose: of this paper is to give a complete description of all finite grapiis 
with no separating cycles. Using this description it is easy to derive the characteriza- 
tion established in [7] of the graphs that are randomly path-hamiltonian from some 
vertex (see [9j, Secrion 2.2). Also, one can apply the description to give a short 
alternative proof of the theorem of LOV~SZ [6] characterizing the graphs which do 
not contain two disjoint cycles. (However, this application is not included irl the 
present paper.) 
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On separating cycles in graphs !i9 
(a) G has no SP with fewer than n - 2 vertices ; 
(b) GE$$,orG=C,orn=5ardG=:J,. 
It turns out that the graphs in %J,, play an important role in the characterizat ion of 
graphs with no separating cycles. It is easy to verify that the only graphs of 23” which 
contain separating cycles are the I,raphs K,‘” (n 3 6 and 1 s s s n/2, or PE = 5 and 
s = 1). We shall show that except for the graphs in %,, (other than M;?, the wheels 
W,, and certain :i. %isions of some (completely specified) small graphs, there are 
only finitely ma L-csnnectcd graphs which have nc separating cycles. 
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Tkorern 3.1. Let G be Q 2-connected graph with n 2 4 vertices such that G contains 
no ;qeparuting cycle. 
($1) If ti. minimum degree of G is at least 3, then either G is one of the graphs of 
fig. 1, or l3 is me of the graphs KAs W,,, .T,, or n is even 2nd G is one of the graphs 
K Ir iQ,rrpll A,,, B,,., cr n is odd and G is one of the graphs K(,+l)n,(n-1)12, F,, In, H,,,S 
(1 e: s 6 (n - 1)/2). 
(11) ff 0 contains a vertex of degree 2, then G is either a cycle, a subdivision of K;l, 
a subdiuision c;f Wn (such thcrt no edge incident with d e vertex of degree n - 3. is 
su&W-fed) or else G is one of the graphs of Fig. 3. (In this figure, a wavy line 
represents a path of any length, and cl dotted line indicat’ *s an edge that may or may 
not be present in the graph.) 
(Tonuersely, none of the graphs mentioned above con.ains a separatirig cycle. 
Prolof. We leave it to the reader to verify that the graphs mentioned in the theorem 
have no SC. In order to prove part (a) we consider a graph G of minimum degree 
;a~ 3 such that G has no separating cycle. We shali assume that: 
(1) G is different from the graphs J,, K, Wn, K,IZ.n12, A,, &, &+I,Iz.c~-IIIz, E, L 
and H,,; 
and then show that G is one of the graphs of Fig. 1. Fig. 2(i) shows an alternative 
drawing of the graph of Fig. l(i), for 1 z’= i s 23. 
(2) If P : x1x2 - l - xk is any SSP of G, then G - V(P) has precisel;y two compo- 
nents, each of which is a path (say yly2. . . yS and z1z2 l . - z,, respectively). The 
notation can be chosen such that x1 is adjacent to y,, z1 and to no yi or Zi with i > 1, 
Fig. 3. Graph; with no separating cvclc\ and with rnlnlrnurn degree 2 
Prod of (3). By definition, t a s 3 1. By (1) and Theorem I?$, G contains an SP of 
length G n - 4, hence t a 2. Since G is %connected, k a 2. Since z1 is adjacent to 
none: of zz, z4,. . ., &, xk (by (2)) and d(&)*% zt must b4e adjacent TV some x,: 
1. < 2 < k, i.e., k 2 3. If k = 3, then by (2) and by the assumption that nc\ vertex has 
degree 2, 0 contains the edges of the cycle Xtzt u 9 .t+~~y,y,-1*. .y,xr and all 
possibie edges incident with x2, and no other edges. That is, G == w,, which is 
contrary ta (1). Hence k ah\, and (3) is proved. 
(4) If t 22 4, then d(zi) = 3 for each i such that 2 G i G t - 1. 
Proof ct (4). Suppose t a4 and d(t+4 for some i, 2~ i 6 t - 1. Eitht:a i 33, or 
ist- 2. We need only consider the case i a 3; (the case i s t - 2 is treated 
srlalog .~ly). Then Zi k adjacent ta ria and xfi for some a, J3 wit5 l<:cu < 
p z” k. Since thp cycle &x2 ’ * ’ x&x@x#+I ’ ’ * x&& ’ * ’ y lx 1 is no SC, thee is an 
edge of the form (z,, x,), where I< i, QI c y c ~9. Suppose y 1s chosen 
to be minimum under these conditions. If j<i-1, then the cycle 
C’:&tt l * * i6$&+; l “&$!&-] * “z&&.e1 *‘* x1 is an SC, because of the rninimaiity 
propertv of y ; (by (2), G - V(C) contarns no prnth between Zi-1 and ,c& 1. Hence 
‘- 
f - i - 12 ‘?. But then (again by the minimaiity pa* pperty of y and by (2);1, rhe cycle 
X1X2” * xAL4&q+I l * ’ x;y, 0 l w ylx 1 i.s an SC. Th. s contradiction proves (4). 
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(5) ts3. 
Pm& of (5). Suppse t 3 4. By (4), d(zz) = d(z,) = . l 9 ‘t= d (z,-,) = 3. Fix i = 
23 , f *. ., t - 1, let x+) be the unique vertex of P adjacent to tr (1 < CY (i) < k), We 
shdl first show that a(2)sa(3)~ 0.. sa(t - 1). For suppose ar (i) >I a (i + 1) for 
some i, 2 t - 2. Since the cycle: ~1x2 l l l Xa((+l)ti+lZiXa(i) l l * xkys l l l ylxl is no 
SC, there is iln 0 m edge of the form zf;r, where j < i, a(i + 1) < y < a(i). Suppose 
y is chosen to be minimal, Then the cycle Y lx2 . l 0 xali+ I++, l l l && 0 l - x,q l l l 2 l~ 1 
is aa SC, a co%adiction which proves that ark am l 0 l G a(t - 1). l[f 
a(3) Q k - 2, then the path xlxl l l l xarQlz3 has length < k - 1 and is therefore not 
an SP. This means, (sinw a(2)” a(3)), that z1 is adjacent to an xi with i > a(3). 
But then the cycle wi~r+~ l l l x~z~z,-~ l l l 23x,(3) l l x gt is an SC. This contradiction 
showsthat@)=&-LSincek-1=+)<&(4)6 =**~a(?--l)<k--l,these 
inequalities are qualities. By symmetry, a(t - 2) = cu(t - 3) = l l l = Q! (2) = 2. But 
this can only be true, if I = 4. because k 3 4. Now define @ = max{ i 1 i > 1, z1 is 
adjacent to x4) and y = min(i 1 i < k, t4 is adjacent to xi}. Since d(zl) * 3, and 
d(z4) * 3, @ and y exist, and furthermoic, 1 c y, p C k. If 63 > y, then the cycle 
X121X&t+r l l * X&24X, l l 8 x1 is an SC; so we conclude p G y. We shall next show that 
y=k-2.Forif y = k - 1, then (by the minimality of y) d(z,) = 3, and the path 
&x&-1& would be an SP of length 2 < k - 1 (contradicting the minimality of k ), and 
if ‘)r < k - 2, then the cycle x1 9 9 l x,z4z3xk-1xkys 0 l l yrxl would be 7:: SC (because 
a(2) = 2 g p s y and d(z2) = 3). Hence y = k - 2, and by symmetry, p = 3. By the 
~~irna~ity of y and by (2), XI, is not adjacent to any xi with i < y - “I = 
k -4. Graph G contains an edge of the fern- (yi, x8), 1~ 6 < k. If S = 2, 
then the cycle yj~~z~z~x~. l . &y, l l 9 yd is an SC. If 6 = 3, then the cycle 
Yfl3 ’ ’ l & -&&f2&&Yl l l l Yj is an SC, (because it contains ah neighbouxs of zl). SO 
we can assume 6 > 3, and, (by symmetry), 8 < k - 2. The preceding arguments are 
vG.!id for any j such that 1 s j s s. In particular, we can choose j to be equal to s. 
But now the cycle y&&8+1 9 l l &-1z3zzX2&y1 9 l + ys is an SC, because 6 C k - 2 and 
t4 is adjacent to no x1 with i < y = k - 2, and (by (2)) xk is adjacent to no xi with 
i < y - 1= & - 3. This contradiction finally proves (5). 
(6) Ift =3, then s = 1. 
Prwf of (6). Suppose 3=tas*2. Define cu=~ma~{il(z~,x,)EE(G)) and P= 
min{i 1 (zz, x,) E E(G)}. Then 1 < cy, p < k. Let i be any number such that z: is 
adjacent o xi. Then i r: k - I; for if i = k - 1, then the path x1x7 l l . x,z? would be a 
(I, t + s - :)-path of G, contradicting the minimali~y of s. Since i < k - 1, the f~ath 
X1X:\ l 8 l xiz2 has length < k - 1 and is no SP. This implies cy > i. By symmktry , 
/3 c i. But ther the path P’ : z~x~x~+~ l - . x,z, is an SP. Since B’ has length a k - 1, 
se conclude that ct! = k - 1, p = 2, i.e., f”p’ is a (I, t + s - 1)-path. Bt I this 
contradicts the m~ni~~ality of s, a 
(8) rf t = s = 2, &en d(xJ= d(xk)= 3. 
lprosf & (8). By symmetry, !it is sufficient o show that d (xl) = 3: Suppose therefore 
th@ &I) 2 4, i+e +9 xl is &jq${ &i aom+ ‘pi with at ;ir 3. By (2), e&h of y l, zt is , 
adji=ent o z~+ By (7), each of y2, z2 is adjacent $0 x,+, (in paflicular, CY - 2 * 2). 
But tkten thi kycle x1x2 l l l xcr._d2xk l * l ~~-~y~.q is an SC. This contradiction 
proves (Qt. 
(9) I. t 4 s = 2, then G is one of the graphs of fig. 2 (14), (19). 
muff of (9). z2 is adjacent to some x, (CU < k), and y2 is adjacent o SOme G 
(p < k). Assume w.1.g. that a s & (the case ar ,,: @ is treated analogously). By (7), 
z1 (resp. yl) is adjacent o xa+l (resp. x#+J. Since the cycle x1. . l x,r2xk . . . xB+lylxl 
is RO SC, we have (x < p. Since the path Xk-i&-l‘ - l xe+~yly2xs l 9 l &z2 is a 
(1, a)-path (because d(xk ) = 3 by (Q), the minimality of s imylies ir = 2. By 
symmetry, B + 1= k _- 1. Since Q! and #3 were arbitrary (subject to the condition 
&!‘--G p), we konciude that d(z2) = d (yg) = 3. By symmetry, d(rl) = d (y,) = 3. We 
already hcrvlr that d&l) = d&) = 3 (by (8)), and we shall now show that &x2) = 
C(x&j = 3. For this we (consider the path P’ : x1z1x3. l l sr. This path is a (2,2)-path 
& G, so ~2 car: repeat all arguments above with P” instead of P and conclude that 
d &) = 3. By symmetry, d(xk-,) = 3. If k B 7, then x4 is adjacent to some vertex 
fx :, :,+ By the preceding results on the degrees, we conclude that this vertex must 
be c,i the r”orm xi, 5 < i < k - 1. But then the path x~.x~x~x~x~x~+~ l l 9 xI is an SP of 
length < k - 1, a contradiction. Hence k g 6, Since QC < p we have k 3 5. So G is 
one of the graphs of Fig. 2 (14), (19). 
In tdhat follows we can assume: (because of (3). (S), (fi), (9)) 
(11) Ift 4andiE{2,3,...,k-2)(resp.iE{3,. .,k-i}),chent~!is~djQc~~ttQ 
x, if an ly if I t is adjacent to xi+1 (F@SP. 23 is nL’b’ace 
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Proof oi (11). Suppose first i E ?2,3,. . .) k - 2) and that tl is adjacent to xi+l. Let 
CY = max(i 12 e j a~i i, X! is adjacent to either z2 or z3 or both}. The number Q! exists, 
be;creuse the cycle xrztir+l l l l xky,xl is not an SC. If x, is adjacent to z3, then the 
. qck! x1 l * l x&Es& * l +x~+~z~x~ is an SC, so x, is adjacent to z2. Sines the cycle 
Xl l l ’ &&G&r l * l kyllrr is not WI SC, we conclude a = i. Suppose conversely that 
22 is @acent to & (2 i G k - 2). Since the cycle x1 l l l xi& :3XkylXl is not an SC, 
we c8n &fine @ = min(i 1 j > i, TV is adjacent to x~}. By the first part of the proof c f 
(II), zz is adjacent to xe.+ so if /3 > i + 1, then the cycle xl . . l x~z~x~-~ l l l Xkylxl is 
an SC. Hence @ = t i 1. The remaining part of (1;) follows by symmetry. 
(12) If t f 3, then d(zS = 3. 
pnroi 0t (82). Suppose I = 3 and d(t2) 9 4. If k = 4, then z2 would be adjacent o x2 
and ~3, and hence the cycle X~X~Z~X~X~YIX~ would be an SC, so assume k 2 5. 
Suppose that z2 is adjacent o x2, x Ir-l, zl, z3 and to no other vertex. We shall show 
that this assumption leads to a contradiction. By (1 I), z1 is adjacent to x3, and by 
(11) and the assumption that d(t2) = 4, tl is joined to no xi with i > 3. Analogously, 
z3 is adjacent to x k-2 and to no xi with i < k - 2. If yl is adjacent to x2, then the 
cycle YlXzZ2ZlX3 l l . xkyl is an SC. So we conclude that yl is not adjacent to x2, and, 
by Symmetry, not adjacent o &_ 1. Then yl is adjacent to some xi with 3 G i s k - 2. 
Assume w.Lg. that i G (k + Q/2. The path x3x4 l 0 l xiylx1x~z2 is an SP, because it 
contains all neighbours of zl. Hence this path has length 2 k - 1, which implies 
that k = 5, and i = (k -t- 1)/2 = 3. Rut then the Cycle x2x3ylx5&t2x2 is an SC. This is 
a contradiction, so we conclude that z2 is adjacent o some vsrtex xi, 3 6 i G k - 2. 
So if we define 3 = max{i 1 z2 is adj:cent to xi} and QI = ma:s(i 1 i < p, t2 is adjacent 
to Xi), then it is no loss of generality to assume 3 s a[ < /3 s k - 1. By (1 I)), z1 (resp. 
z3) is adjacent to x~+~ (resp. x,-l,k Since the cycle x1 - l . &-lz&k l l x,+1z,x1 
is not an SC; we conclude that yl is adjacent to x,. Since the cycle 
y&&8+1 l l l X$2Z3X,- 1 l . l xlyl is not isn SC. z1 must be adjacent to some x,, with 
j > p. Since zl is not adjacent o xk, we see that p 6 k - 2. Then by (11) z1 (resp. 2;) 
is adjacent o x@+~ (resp. x@-~ ), and we can show that yl is adjacent to xg in the same 
way as we showed that yl is adjacent to x,. The path xz.. . x,~~X~X~-~ l l l X,+A 
has length H k - 1, (because p G k - 2). Hence it is no SP, and therefore x1 
is adjacent to same x, Gth y > /3 (also y c k, by (2)). But then the cycle 
x&+-t ’ l ’ X@Z2Z3Xp~X##-2 * l l x1 is an SC, because z I (by (11) and th;: maximality of 
/3) is not adjacent to any x, with i > p + 1. This contradiction proves (12). 
(13) rf t = 3, and s = 1, then G ..‘; one of the graphs @Fig. 2 (12), (P3), (15) (36). 
(20), (27). 
grOaf of (13). By (12), d(r,) = 3, Let z I, z3, x, (2 < Y < k - I) be the lweighbours of
z2. Suppose first 3 G Q! s k - n by (ll), zl (resp. z?) is adjacent to xrril (resp. 
x,-l). Since d(z2) = 3 a a+lxaxo-lt3xkyl as no SC, we condude 
(14) t = 2; aPrd s = 1, or, in other words, ‘ewfy SW uf G is a (1,2)-path. 
(15) jrp XI is udjacent to xa and & is ad@xmt to X& then a e #% 
P’muf at (IF). Suppose there exist cu, fl (a! > @), such that xx (resp. xk) is adjacent to 
;io (zesp. x@). Let Q! ahd p be chosen such that x1 al>d xk are not adjacent to any xr 
with 0 c i < a.. Since G( V(P)) is ~onha~ltonian~ we have a > /3 + I. By (;I), xa+l 
is adjacent tcb y l and z 2, and x,-, is adjacent o yr and zt. Since the cycle 
’ ’ l &+lZ2Xk l -xdr is not an SC, we have $+1&8-l, i.eV, ar##+2. 
Gow define Q’  - inax(i 1 x1 is adjacent to xi}. Then k > art s at. The path 
&q-l = l xkx&Pa l l l xlr’I’x*Lf l * l x@+~ is an SSP of CF. Since xa+% is adjacent 
to zz, it follows from (2) that xasTL is adjacetp~t to zl. Now the path 
&X3*** X@+t)‘?&-rXa l l l xoe+f~l is an SP because it contains all neighbours ofxl, but 
n eitkr xl aor Xk (since (x *.+I) zl) E E(G) implies tll* +. 1 c k). Hence it has length at 
least k -- 1, k d. :his implies that a = fi + 3 and that a * + I= k - I. So tl is adjacent 
to #&-I. ‘lme!:k iE@JnentS, we can at .z2 is adjacent to x2. 
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the cycle x2x3 l l l X~+jyjxc#--jXe . . l xkmjz jzl~Z contains all vertices of G except x1 and 
x&. Hence it is an SC. This contradiction proves (15). 
(ti) rf d(xt)a 4, d(xk) 3 4, then d(xj) = d(xk) = 4 and there exists a number CY, 
0 6 k - 2, wet that x, is adjacent to x j and xk. 
Pro& ti (ld), We define a = min{i ( i a 3, (xl, x,)E E(G)), and p = max{i 1 i s 
k - 2, (&,%t) E E(G)}. Ry (15), a s /3.. All we have to prove is that ar = /3. Suppose 
therefor@ a < & (in particular, k a 6). By (2), x,+ (resp. xg+,) is adjacent to yl and 
ZI (reap. ~1 and ~2). Suppose first a = 3. By (15), (xl, xi) 6 E(G) for i > p; i.e., 
P’ : fl~2yr~*r~g l l l x3 is an SP of length s k - 1. Therefore, p = k - 2, and by 
(is), P’ is a (1,2)-path. Since z j (one of the endvertices of P’) is adjacent to z2, we 
conclude by (2) that xs is adjacent o xk. Again by (2), yl is adjacent to x,~, (because 
XI, is adjacent o x3), and then the path z1x2y1x4x3 is an SP, because x 1 is adjacent o 
no xi with i > 3, by (15). But this SP has length 4 < k - 1. So the assumption 
a = 3 leads to a contradiction. Therefore we can assume a > 3, and by 
symmetry, @ < k - 2. If yj is adjacent to an xi witk 1~ i < Q! - 1, then the path 
X2”‘ .rrys@$+1q9 - 9 l x~,-~z~ is an SP of length c k - 1, (because p < k - 2), so yl is 
adjacent o no xi with I < i < CT - 1 and (by symmetry; to no Xi with p + 1 < i c k. 
Now the path xjz jx,-l~i:, l l l x@+&& is an SP of length s k - 1. Hence it is 9 (1,2) 
path, which implies th3t a = 4, #3 = k - 3, and (x2, .& 1) E E(G). Since the cycle 
XrfrX3 9. l xj$jxj is no SC, we conclude that x2 and z2 are ad acent, and by 
symmetry, zj and x L-j are adjacent. Since the cycle y x x x t 2 x 1 1 2 3 1 2 k -2Xk-3Xky 1 is no 
SC, then xkwj must be adjacent to some x, with 3 c y < k - 3. 9 ppose y is the 
smallest such number. Since the cycle x3zlzz&xw+~,&+1 = l xk-2ylh Is no SC and xk 
is not adjacent o xl, therefore y > a = 4, and & must be adjacen? ‘o some x8 with 
3 C 6 ,: y. If 6: “4, then the cycle &&&+I ’ l mXI,-2Z2Z1X3X2XlylXk i; an SC by the 
minimality of y. So we have proved that & iz adjacent to x4 = x,. By symmetric 
arguments, we can show that xj is adjacent o J*@. But now we have a contradiction 
to (IS)., and hence (16) is proved. 
(17) If d(xl) E: 4 and d(x,) a 4, then G is o;w of the graphs of Fig. 2 (8), (22). 
f’rWf of (IT). By (16), d(x,) = d(Xk ) = 4, and there exists a number cy such that 
3 G a “-E k - 2 and xa is adjacent o xl and &. E!‘y (2), x,-~ (resp. x, +,) is adjacent to 
yj and zk (resp. yj and zz). Since 3 < (3~ s k - 2, we have k 2 5. Suppose first CY = 3. 
Then the path zIxzxJxky~ is an SP, (because l!( rl) = 4). Hence k = 5 in this case If 
yl is adjacent to x3, then the cycle x~~~x~x~z~z, x2 is an SC, hence y, is not adjacent 
to XJ and consequently d(y,)- 4. If z1 k adjacent to x3, then the cycle 
x$Ix3x4x5y1x2 is an SC, and if z 1 is adjacent o :cj, then the cycle ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is an 
SC. Hdznce z1 is adjacent to none of x3, x4, so d(z,) = 3. By symmetry, &(z,) J= 3 
The vertices x2 and x4 cannot be adjacent, because G(V(P)) is nonhamiltonian. 
en Ed = 3. c= cx therefore assume cv > 3 
Prwf sf (IS). Suppose G is cubic. Let cy (l), (Y (2), 6 be the unique numbers in 
(2 3 , . . ., Xc - 1) such that xfl is adjacent to yl, and x,(~) is adjacent to zh for i = 1,2. 
Sike G is Cubic, QI (l), a(2) and /3 are distinct. We shall first show that a (1) > a (2). 
For suppose cw (1) < cy (2). Then the path x1x2. ‘0 ~~(~~2~ is an Sf. Since it has length 
3 k - 1, we conclude that cr(2) = k - I. Similar@, a(l) = 2, and then a(l) < 0 < 
cr i2)., Now the cycle ylx&O+r l 0l xk-lz2zlxly~ is an SC; (it contains all neighbours of
xk ) This contradiction proves cy (I) > a! (2). If k = 5, then G is one of the graphs of 
T;‘ig. 2(9), (I 1). Assume therefore k 3 6. We shall show that cu(2) < /3 < a(l). For 
suppose this is not true, say p > cu (1). Then the path xlxze g l xa(&xkxk-l l - l xa is an 
SP, and consequently /3 = CY (1) + I= cy (2) + 2. Since t 1~ path yl~aftj+rxm(l)~l~a is no 
SP, (we have assumed k 3 6), then /3 < k _ 1, and G contains an edge: 
of the form (xY, x8), where /3 < y < k, 1 c: 6 r: (u(2). But now the cycle 
Gw2&(2) l ’ l X&x,-l l l l x,(l)+lylxl is an SC, (it contains none of x=(l), xk, but it 
coritains 4I neighbours of x,&. This contradiction proves that cw(2) c ,B c ~(1). 
Assume x’I’hout loss of generality that ,t3 > k fi 3: 3, (the case #3 < k /2 is treated 
ie rath ylxBxP+l 0 9 0 x,(~).z,z~ is a path of length < k - I and is therefore 
is implies that ~$1) < k - I, ar.d .that G contains arr edge of 
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the form (x, x~), where a! (1) < y < k, I< ci < /3. If QI! (2) < 6, t&n the path 
P-‘: &-J&-2 * l l &&%&+t l r,y,x 1 zlz2 is an SP of length s k - 1. Therefore 1” is an 
SSP, i.e., by (14), P” i 3 a I 1,2)-p th. Therefore V(G - V(P)) = {xk, x,(~), x,(;,); but 
G - V(P) contains no edges. This contradiction implies1 ~ 6 < a (2). The path 
X&“’ X&x**+1 l g l x&ytx@x##+l l * l x,,~~)z: is an SP. Hence it hus length 3 k - 1 vfhich 
implies tbat #3 =a(2)+1=&+2, and y = a (1) + 1. By a similar argument, it 
follows that a(l)=+U, so y=a(l)+l=/3+2~(~(2)+3=S+4. Since the 
arguments above can be used for any edge (x+, x6*) with a(1) < y’ < k, and 
l<&‘Ca(2),an&inceG hasnoedge(x,,xJtith i+l<j<p orp<icj-1 
(for then the cycle x1x2-* l x,.q l l . xkz2z1x1 would be an SC), we conclude that 
k = 7, i.e., G is the Petersen graph of Fig. 2 (23). 
(19) rf k = 4, (i.e., n = 7) then G is one of the graphs of Fig. 2 (l), (2), (3). 
Proof of (19). Suppose k = 4. If one of the edges (x2, z,), (x3, z,) is in G, then both 
ate. For if (~2, ~2) is in G, then, (since the cycle ~1~2~2~4~1~1 is not an SC), we must 
have (x3, z,)E E(G). If none of the edges (x2, z2), (x3, zl) a-e in G, then both edges 
(xz,zl), (xB,xz) are in G (because d(Zi) 2 3 for i = 1,2). Therefore, yl is not 
adjacent to both x2,x 3; otherwise ~1~2~1~2~3~1 or ylx2z2ztx3yl would be an SC. 
Thus w.1.g. (yl,x2) E E(G). Then yl is adjacent to x3, and d(yl) = 3. Since yl is nor 
adjacent to x2 then by (2), x1 is not adjacent to x3, so d(x,) = 3. Suppose first 
d(x4)P4. Then d(x4) = 4, and x4 is adjacent to xa. By (2), xc1 is adjacent to 
t2, but not to tl. Hence (x2, z2) g E(G) (see abtsve), i.e., d(z2) = 3; and since 
(tl,x3) e E(G) we have d(z*) = 3 and (x2, 2,)~ E(G). So G is the graph of Fig. 2 
(1) if d(x,) * 4. Assume now that d(x4) = 3. Then t2 is not adjacent to x3, for in that 
case the cycle 22~3y1~12122 would be an SC. So d(z2) = 3, and z2 5 adjacent to xz. 
This implies that z1 is adjacent o x3. So G is one of the graphs of Fig. 2 (2), (3). 
Until now we have considered a fixed SSP P, but the results are valid for any SSP 
other than P, as well. Also, we have described the structure of G, provided G has 
some special properties So, in what follows, we may assume the following about G. 
(20) G has n 2 8 vertices. Every SSP of G is a (1,2)-path. For each such path, at 
least one of the endvertices has degree 3. In particular, G has minimum degree 3. On 
the other hand, G is not cubic. 
(31) G is 3-connected. 
Prosf of (21). !?bppose G contains two vertices whose deletion from G results in a 
dis :onnected graph with components Hi, i = 1,2,. . ., m, where m > 2. Consider a 
cycle S of G which i,ltersects both H, and Hz and which has minimum length 
among the cycles with this property. Since every vertex of G has degree 2 3, S 
does not contain all vertices of pi, (resp. Hz). Hence S is a separating cycle. This 
Proof of (23). If C contains an edge of the form (y,, Y,)~ say, where i < j - 1, then 
the cycle (yl l - l yiyr -ydl)UPz UP” is an SC. 
(24) 1f b(;v,) > d(xl) = d(uJ = 3, dwt G is one of the grcyzhs of Fig, 2 (4), (5). 
~~~~ of (id). By (23), yt is acliacent to a Zi, t < i < /3. Since /3 6 4. either i = 2, dr 
J = j3 - I. So amme W.1.g. t-hit i = 2. The ante a,, l * *22y1y2 * * * yew1 iS 23 (y - 2,2)- 
~~t~~ (ii y 2 J), hence! by (20), y s 3. If 3 = & w2 can show, by an a~aiog~us 
argusmnt, that a S 3. I3ut then n = a! + Iff + y - 2 6 7, a contradiction to (20). So 
fl= 4.- Since the path zlzzu, s l 9 u1 is an Sf and /3 = 4, we get: CY G 3. Now 
8 1;; n = o + @ f r - 2 G 8. Hence these inequalities are equalities, i.e., p = 4, 
0 =r*I$ n=fl. Since the cyck xoyrt~z3z4x0 (req. xoz1z2r43u2u1xo) is no SC, 
m CDZ&& that 0 conttins the edge (yzO u2) (resp. (t3, yz)). Since the cycle 
xsyty2xst~s i no SC and d(zl) = 3, we have (z2, u2) E E(G). If (yz, G), (resp. 
(~~~~~)~~~$~~ edge ofG,thenthecyck %Oy1~2~2~3~4~O,(r~sp.~O~3~223222l~O), is an 
SC, taause a(~,) = d(u*) = 3, Hence 0 contains none of the edges (yzr z,), (uz, 2,). 
So we have consridered all ~ibilities for edges except for the edge (yl, z3) which 
may or may not be in G. Hence G is one of the graphs of Fig. 2 (9, (5). 
(25) At kw OM af the vertkes y,, zl, uI bus degree 3. 
Proof of (25). Suppose d(y+4, d(tl)a4, and d(ut) a 4. Then by (23), yl (resp. 
21, resp. ul) is adjacent to a +, (resp. u,~, resp. yoe) such that 1 c p’ c p, 
I< y'< yB 1 C a' < a. The vertices y,, y, , zl, zgp, ul, i+ partition S into six 
segments. For each of these segments G - x0 has a cycle which contains y,, zl, ul, 
and which contains only the endvertices of the segment in question. Hence each of 
these segments has length one, and consequently, ilt = 7. But this contradicts (ZO), 
and (25) is proved. 
(26) If d(rJa4, and d(u,)aQ, then zI (req. us) is adjacent to uz (resp y,-1). 
Fwt~ennore, d(zl) = d(u,) = 4, and B e 3. 
Proof of (26). Let y’, Al’ be as in the proof of (25). Since the cycle 
&U,* l * ’ u,y2 ’ l ’ y&&zp~ l *‘tJ is no SC, we have y’=2, Q!‘=cY-1; rend since 
a’, $ were arbitrary, we conclude d(z*) = d(u,) = 4. Py UP” is a path both 
e;ndv@ces of which have degree 4. Hence it is not a (1,2)-path, by (20), that is, 
@ s 3, and (26) is proved. 
By (22X (24), (259, (26) and symmetric arguments, we can c“ssume the following 
general statement: 
(27) If x is my vertex of degree 3 in G, then eidher all its neighbours have degree 3, 
ut else precisely one of the neig~~~~s has degree 3, and each of the other two 
kgkiiouts has degree 4. 
Let us return to the hamiltonian cycle S of G - x0. By (27), we can assume that 
d(yt) = 3, d(z,) = d@r) = 4, and that G contains the edges (z,, LE& (yo+ u,). 
Furthermore, /3 < 3, by (26). 
t.29 If P = 2, then is ogle of tk graphs oj Fig. 2 (7), (IO). 
This proves (29). 
Now we only nec:d to consider the casp orhere j p = 3, and CT = y = 4. Since 
Ct(yl) = d(x~) == 3,it folltows from ~(27) that d(yi) = cl&) s 4. The edge (ylt uj) is not 
!JWWXt in r;, for then the @t? y2&&ti&)y4y3y2 w&d be an SC. 
Prod 6fI (38). Su~)pose d(y2) = d(u3) = 3. We shall. first &aw that G contains none 
CDf the edges (y;, uz), (us, y3). For suppose ‘G contains ane af &&se edges, say 
(~2, uz). Siitce the cy& ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ is not an SC, we can&de that (~3, ~$5 
E(G). Since each of ti2,y3 is’ adjacent r:, a vertex of &qr& 3, (us and ~2, 
respe;:iveiy), then by (27), d ( ut) G 4, and d (y3) G 4. But zp has degree 3andwe 
l”n avt, obtained a ~or~tradic~~ion, which -together with (yz, ecJ) e E(G)-implies 
((22, ye), (zt, u,))C E(G). But now the cycle Xoyl~zz~t~l~zzlXo is an SC. This 
contradiction proves (30). 
(31) In the case p = 3, y = a = 4, G is one of rEae grqa’s of Fig* 2 (17), (18). 
Froof o,f’ (2$. Since (as previously noticed) y, md u3 are nonadjacent, and 
d(y2) = d(l,,,$ “’ 4, then y2 (resp. uf) is adjacent to w * and z2 (resp. y- dnd 22). Since 
d(Xo9 = d(yl) = 3 2nd Q(y2) = d&) = djz,) = ~(~~~ = 4, the only possible dges in 
oe ~~~~~~~~ encounkred, are edges joint g two verr&X of y3, RtZ) 22. If G 
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contnins no such edge, then G is the graph of Fig. 2 (17). Note that in this graph the 
vertices y3, u2, z2 have the same neighbours, hence there is symmetry between these 
vertices. lf (3 contains at Ieast two edges joining two vertices of y,, u2, z2, then we 
a Z#S§Um W&J. that (J’s, Zz), (&, USE E(G). But then the Cyde y3z2&&&yly2y3 
is sn SC. Hence G contains no such two edges, and consequently G is one of the 
graphs of Fig. 2 (13, (18). 
r&l1 possibilities are now exhausted and the proof of Theorem 3.1, part (a) is 
complete. 
We shall now prove part (b) from part (a). Let G te a 2-connected graph with no 
SC, and assurne 0 contains a vertex (say X) cf degree 2, and assume G is not a K,. 
Let 1~1, ~2 denote the neighbours of X. Consider first the case where x1 and x2 are 
adjacent. Then 6: - x is ?-connected and contains a cycle including the edge 
(xl, 82). Every such cycie is a hamiltonian cycle of G - X, because G hs 4 no SC. 
Hence G is a subdivision of K a’. In what follows, assume that G is not a 
subdivision of Ki’. Now let G’ be the graph obtained from G - x by adding the 
edge (xl&. It is easy to see that G’ is 2-connected, and has no SC Also, G is a 
subdivision of G’. If G’ contains a vertex of degree 2, we delete this vertex and add 
the edge between its neighbours. We continue like this until we get a graph H, each 
vertex of which has degree 3 3. Then G is a subdivision of H, and H is 2-connected 
and hrs no SC. So we conclude that G is a subdivision of one of the graphs) 
desmbed in part (a). The only graphs described in part (a). which have subdivisions 
with no SC are the graphs K,, Wm, 51, K3,j, A6, Be and the following graphs of Fig, 1: 
(I), (2), (3), (6), (7), (g), (9), (lo), (14), (15), (lb), (19), (2Q (21). Since G is assumed 
not to be a cycle nor a subdivision of K ;‘, it is easy to see that G must be a 
subdivision of Wn(n Z= 4) such that no spoke is divided, or else G is one of the 
graphs in Fig. 3. 
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